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An explictt global residue theorem 1s dertved m case the complex manifold arises 
as an analytic subvariety of a domain in C”; we also allow the variety to have 
finitely many singular points. Furthermore we study multiplicittes of zeros of 
holomorphic maps and give a version of the residue theorem m our setting m terms 
of multiplicities. (-’ 1990 Acddemx Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove a version of the global residue theorem on 
analytic varieties. 
We consider an analytic variety V in C” defined as the intersection of the 
zero sets of m holomorphic functions and a domain A4 on V with smooth 
boundary. We allow A4 to have finitely many singular points. We also 
consider a holomorphic map f= (Jr, . . . . fr) : V -+ @” (S =: n - m) so that its 
zero set Z(f)= {JJEM:~(~)=O} in M is finite, f(i) # 0 for [ E FM and 
each point p~Z(f) is a regular point of M. 
For a meromorphic (s, 0)-form o in P’ with polar divisor 
Z(,f, ) + . + Z(f,) we construct an explicit ( .s, s - 1 )-form q,, so that 
where Res(o; p) is the residue of o at the isolated zero p of .fi This is the 
content of Theorem 1.1. 
The interest in this form of the global residue theorem lies on the one 
hand in the explicit formula for q, and on the other hand in that we allow 
M to have finitely many singular points. (For the global residue theorem 
on complex manifolds see [3, p. 6561.) 
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We also give a version of the residue theorem in terms of the multi- 
plicities of the zeros p E Z(f) of the map f (see Theorem 2.1). For the 
special case of Theorem 2.1 in which A4 is a domain in C” see [ 1, p. 251. 
As applications we obtain versions of the principle of continuity and of the 
theorem on the invariance of the total intersection number of divisors on 
M under continuous deformations. (See also [ 3, Chap. 51.) 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SETTING 
Let DC C” be a bounded domain with smooth boundary and let 
h = (h,) . . . . h,): Q + C” be a holomorphic map in a domain 52 with Q 3 4. 
Let 
v= {&52: h([)=O}, M= Vn D and aM= Vn (8D). 
For an ordered multi-index Z= (ir, . . . . i,) with 1 < i, < . . . < i, < n define 
and 
where C, indicates that the summation is taken over all ordered multi- 
indices Z= (i, , . . . . i,) with 1 <i, < ... <i,<n. 
We assume that IVh([)l # 0 for [E aA so that V, close to aM, is a com- 
plex manifold of complex dimension s =: n-m. We also assume that V 
meets 8D transversally so that aM is a smooth manifold of real dimension 
2s - 1. Thus M may have finitely many singular points. 
Furthermore we consider a holomorphic map f = (fi, . . . . f,): I/+ C" 
whose zero set in M, Z(f) = {p E M : f (p) = 0}, is finite and f ([) # 0 for 
i E 844. We also assume that each point p E Z(f) is a regular point of M. 
We will use the following notation for differential forms: 
where 
- 
4i)= i (-wYj A af,, 
J=l k+J 
- 
A af,= aft A . . A-& . . . A af, 
kfJ 
and 
b”(i) = IWOI p2 c (- 1 )“I D:(5) /“\ dti, 
I k#I 
where Ak+l dlk = d[, A ... /\ d?,, A . . . A dT,m A ... A d<, and 111 = 
i, + . . . + i, if Z= (i,, . . . . i,). 
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Throughout this paper 1, indicates that the summation is extended over 
all ordered multi-indices I= (i, , . . . . i,) with id i, < < i,, 6 II. 
1. A RESIDUE THEOREM 
Let 
be a (s, 0)-form where ‘p, is a holomorphic function in V for each I. For 
p~Z(f) we define 
1 
Res( o; p) = - i (27ri)’ ;tr,, 
u(< 1. 
where ~,,,=([EU:I~;([)J=E ,,..., If,(<)j=t-,) and UcM is a 
neighborhood (in M) of p such that (U- (pj) n Z(,f) = 0. Here 
e = (E, , . . . . 8,) with E, > 0 suffkiently small. 
Notice that, by Sard’s theorem, there are arbitrarily small E so that r,, / 
is a smooth manifold. Also M carries its natural orientation (where it is 
smooth) and f,,, is oriented so that d(argf, ) A . . A d(argf,) 3 0. Since 
du = 0 on M, Res(w, p) is independent of E; of course Res (0; p) depends 
on ,j’ and we will write Res,(w; p) in place of Res(o; p) if we want to 
emphasize this. 
With this notation we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
c PEY(f) Res(w; P) = j-,,, v],,,(i). 
tohere v<,,( <) is the following (s, s - 1 ):form: 
u],,,(i) = ( c (- 1 )“I cpl(i) @(iI I ! y;($y 
For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. We have 
dq,=O (1) 
provided that dlyferential,forms are restricted to M close to a regular point 
qf it. 
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Proof: A straightforward calculation shows that 
- d a ( > lf12’ =o (2) 
We also claim that 
dfih=O on M. (3) 
This follows from the representation of /?‘(l) in local coordinates as is 
given in [6, p. 761. Now (2) and (3) imply (1) and complete the proof of 
the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us assume first that M has no singular point. 
Then Stokes’ theorem together with Lemma 1.1 implies that 
where S(p, 6) = {[EM : I[ -pi = 6} for 6 > 0 sufficiently small. Thus it 
s&ices to show that for a fixed p E Z(f) 
(1) 
Since IVh(p)] #O we may assume that 
where I, is the following multi-index: Z,, = (s + 1, . . . . n). It follows from the 
implicit function theorem that the equations h,(c) = . . . = h,(c) = 0 can be 
solved for [,+ 1, . . . . <,, locally at p, giving 
i s + 1 = h”, (i’), .*., L = Ui’) (i’=: (Cl, . ..Y is)) 
for some holomorphic map ii = (&, , . . . . z,,,). 
Next consider the map Q: [’ -+ Q([‘) =: ([‘, A([‘)) defined for i’ E @’ close 
to p’ with values in M close to p. We have 
where Q*[q,] denotes the pull-back of 4, via Q and y is the cycle 
y= {(‘EC: Ii’-pq*+ li;([‘)-h”(p’)l*=6*}. 
(2) 
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Since the differential form Q*[v],,,] is closed, Stokes’ theorem gives 
for sufficiently small 6’> 0. 
Now we compute Q*[q,,]. It follows from 16, p. 751 that, locally at p. 
and 
d<, A ... A d:, 
~(i)=c(qi))-‘cp(i) f(i,..,f(i, , 
I , 
(51 
where we have set 
cp(i) =: c (- 1 )I” o:m (p,(C) 
In view of (4), Q*[q,,] becomes 
where j,(i’ ) =: f,(Q([‘)); let us point out that the right-hand side of (6) 1s 
considered as a differential form in [’ via the equation i = Q([‘). But (5 ) 
gives 
Res(o; p) = -?- j (qpcp~ 
d(, A ... A d[, 
(27ci)” r,,, .f, ” ‘A 
or equivalently 
where FP, i. = (C’E@‘:[ close to p’ and I.$([‘)l=c, for ,j=l,...,. s); of 
course the integrand in the integral of (7) is considered as a differential 
form in [’ via the equation [ = Q(i’). 
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On the other hand (6) gives 
s Q*[rwl {[‘ECS I[‘-p’l=S” 
But the right-hand side of (7) is equal to the right-hand side of (8) (see [3, 
pp. 651-6541). 
Consequently (7) and (8) together with (2) and (3) imply (1) and prove 
the theorem in case M is smooth. 
Finally we take up the general case in which M has finitely many 
singular points and each p E Z(f) is a regular point of M. Let { ql, . . . . qN} 
be the set of singular points of M. Then, for sufficiently small 6 > 0, 
This follows from Lemma 1.1 and Stokes’ theorem. We may assume that 
Ip- q,l > 6; thus by the first part of the proof (with M non-singular) we 
have 
I rcs(p 6l CA’) = Resb PI. (10) 
On the other hand we claim that 
s (j = 1, . . . . N). (11) i E s(y I’ 6)r,(i)=0
To prove this we use a deformation argument based on Sard’s theorem (a 
similar argument was used in [S]). More precisely, for r = (r,, . . . . r4) E C4 
with 1~1 small consider the variety 
It follows from Sard’s theorem that for a.e. z in a neighborhood of 0 E C4, 
M, is a non-singular variety which meets the boundary of the ball 
W(q,, 6) = {ZEV : /z-q11 <S} transversally (now we have fixed a 
j= 1, . ..) N). Moreover f and (p, have holomorphic extension to a 
neighborhood of W(q,, 6) still denoted by f and ‘p,. Thus the integrals 
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are defined. Furthermore 
4x1 
In the above limit z goes to zero through points so that M, n a W(q,, 6) is 
smooth; as we pointed out before this is possible by Sard’s theorem. But, 
by Lemma 1 .l and Stokes’ theorem, 
.i ,L,,n~Ulq,, R) rlc,l(i) = O. 
This implies (11) which together with (9) and (10) completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
As an application of Theorem 1.1 we will prove now a version of the 
principle of continuity on analytic varieties. 
Let f; = (f,. , , . . . . f,.,) be a family of holomorphic maps on V which 
depend continuously on a parameter t E ( -6, S) for some small ii > 0 and 
assume f. = f as before. 
Let 
be a meromorphic (s, 0)-form with polar divisor Z(,f;, ,) + . . + Z(.f,, ,) 
ThenZ(,f,)=(iEM:f,(i)=O) isafinitesetofpointsforeachrE(-&ii) 
and f,(i) # 0 for i E FM by making 6 smaller if necessary. 
It follows from the explicit formula for q,,,,, as is given by Theorem 1. I. 
that I;,,, q,$,, depends continuously on t and since 
we obtain the principle of continuity 
lim 
I -- 0 c Resf,(o,; p)= 2 Res,(w; p). .PEZ(fr) PEZ(fI 
2. MULTIPLICITIES 
The multiplicity of an isolated zero of a holomorphic map can be defined 
in various ways; see, for example, [l, 3, 7, 8, IO]. It is usually defined for 
holomorphic maps on open sets of @” but its definition can easily be 
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extended to the case of holomorphic maps on complex manifolds since it 
is invariant under biholomorphic changes of variables. 
In this paragraph we define the multiplicity of a point p E Z(f) as a zero 
off if p is a regular point of A4 and then we use this concept of multiplicity 
to give another version of the global residue theorem. In what follows we 
assume that the functions f,, j= 1, . . . . s, have global extensions to 
holomorphic functions on D which we denote by f/ too; this will always be 
satisfied if, for example, Q is a domain of holomorphy. We also assume 
that each point p E Z(f) is a regular point of M. 
We start with some notation; define 
8th 1, . ..> h,, fi 9 . ..y .A) 
J'h2f)(i)z a([,, . . . . 5,, i,, 1, . . . . i,) (0 
and 
where 
LEMMA 2.1. The value of the integral 
s 
K’h,f’(i) 
CtiiM 
is an integer 
Proof: It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.1 that cIK’~*~) = 0 on M. 
Therefore by Stokes’ theorem we obtain 
s 
K’h3f)(c) = 1 s K’h,f’([), (1) 
jEiiM PEZ,f) CES(P.&l 
where S(p,s)= {[EM: l[--pl =E}, for some small E>O. Of course (1) 
holds even if A4 has finitely many singular points (different from p E Z( f )). 
To see this we prove (1) first in case A4 is smooth (using Stokes’ theorem) 
and then we use a deformation argument based on Sard’s theorem exactly 
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Thus, in view of (1) it suffices to show that 
jsCp, Ej KcLf’ is an integer. 
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Introducing local coordinates at p. exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1, we obtain 
J \-I ,‘. > , J;,t., .” 
where y is the cycle 
y= [[‘EC’: I<‘-py+ I@[’ 
Again the integrand of the integral in the right-hand side of (2) is 
considered as a differential form in <’ via the equation < = Q([‘). Next we 
claim that 
(recall .((<‘I =.I;(Q(i’))). 
To prove (3) we consider the differential form 
x7, , . . . . J: ) 
4’1 * ... A df,/*,= 2(i,, ,.,. (,) d(, A ... A d<, (4) 
restricted to M locally at p. 
On the other hand, considering dfi A . . . A & as a differential form in 
R, we see that the coefficient of &$, dili in c/f, A ... A df, is 
Thus 
T;=: 
wi 9 ‘..> f, 1 
i7(il, . ..? ;“,,, . ..1 i^,“,. . . . i,,) 
if I=(i,. . . . . i,,). 
df, A ... /, df,=c T/I /‘j dcir. (5) 
I h$l 
But (5), in view of Lemma 2 in [6, p. 751, implies that df, A . . A df,. 
restricted to M locally at p, is given by the formula 
df, A ... A dfs,l,=~‘(D~o)-l 
( 
C (-l)“‘D:.T{ 
> 
d[, A ... A di, 
(C’=:(-I):l(-l)ml,n+“,2) 
which becomes 
dfI A ... A df,,(,=(-1)“” (D;,,-~’ Jfh,“d[, A ... A di,. (6) 
Now (4) and (6) prove (3). 
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But in view of (3), (2) can be written 
or equivalently 
s S(p, E) 
KCh. f) = ( - 1 )ms . c . s,,, tf,* Cr, 
&=, (-l)‘-‘C,/jkz, dGk) A dw, A ... A dw,, 
Iwp 
(7) 
where (f)* [y] is the image of the cycle y under the map (f)* induced by 
f on chain complex level. But the cycle (7)* [y] is homologous to 
N.{wdJ:IwI=6} f or some integer N and some small 6 > 0. It follows 
from (7) and the Bochner-Martinelli formula that 
s 
jy(kf) = N. 
S(P. e) 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1 
The following lemma is a form of Roucht’s theorem in our setting and 
it is of independent interest. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let g = (g,, . . . . g, ) : Q -+ C” be a holomorphic map so that 
for every { E 844 there is a j E { 1, . . . . s} with 
Is,(i)l < l.r,(Ol. 
Then 
s 
K(k/) = 
s 
Klh.f+g) 
i?M JM 
Proof. Assume first that M has no singular point. By the assumption 
on f and g, it follows that for t E [0, 1 ] we have f ([) + cg([) # 0 for [ E aM. 
Thus we may consider the integral 
N(t) = jaM K@, “+m). 
Then N(t) is a continuous function of t and it is also integer-valued by 
Lemma 2.1. Hence N(t) is a constant and therefore N(0) = N( 1). This 
proves the lemma in case M has no singular point. Finally a deformation 
argument based on Sard’s theorem proves the lemma in general. 
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We will say that a pc Z(f) is a simple zero of .f’ if there is a 
neighborhood U c M of p in M so that ,f / (:: U + f( U) is biholomorphic. 
Recall that p is assumed to be a regular point of M. 
LEMMA 2.3. [f j has on!,) simple zeros in M and cp is a holornorphrr~ 
fiinction oil V then 
s 
cp.K’“.“= c q(p). 
,’ %f /JFZI/i 
In particular the number of zeros of f‘ in M i.s 
Proof: We have 
J ~,*, q .K’h,f’= pE;(,) l,,, (P.K’h,“, (‘1 F 
where U,, c A4 is some small neighborhood (in M) around the point p. 
Introducing local coordinates at a fixed p~Z(f’) exactly as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
where cc, = ( - 1 )\(j ’ I.‘? ((s - 1)!/(2ni)‘) and i: > 0 sufficiently small. 
But changing the variables in the integral in the right-hand side of (3 ) 
from [’ to y(‘(i’) and using the Bochner-Martinelli formula we obtain 
Now (4) and (2) imply (1) and complete the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Fix a p E Z( f ). [f U : IF a neighborhood (in M) of p so that 
(~-(P))nZ(.f)=0 
then there is E > 0 so that for a.e. T E @’ with ITI -C E the mapping .f(i) - T has 
only simple zeros in U and their number, which depends rleither on E nor on 
U, is called the multiplicity qf p as a zero off and is denoted h.r mult( f; p ). 
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ProoJ Let E>O with s<min(If({)l : 7,eaU). Then by Lemma 2.2, 
s K’h. f) = I KuLf-r) for r E Cc” with Ir( <E. P u (1 LI 
Now the proof of the lemma follows from Sard’s theorem and 
Lemma 2.3. 
Remark. We have also proved that 
mult(f; p) = J<>,, ZP, ’ ). 
We will give now another version of the global residue theorem in terms 
of the multiplicities of the zeros p E Z( f ). 
THEOREM 2.1. If for each I, ‘pl is a holomorphic function on V then 
C s J’h,,)(i) a’* CL cpI(i) Ak$I 4k) <E?M I.f(i)12” 
where cp(i) = CA - 1 )“I cpAi) @(il. 
Proof. It follows from the representation of differential forms in the 
local coordinates used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 that 
1 cp,(i) /j dik = cp(i) B”(i) 
I k4I 
provided that differential forms are restricted to A4. Thus it suffices to show 
that 
s ‘. K(h’f’= SM PEZ(f) 
(1) 
Let E >O with s<min( If([)1 : [E aM}. It follows from Sard’s theorem 
that for a.e. r E C” with JrJ <E the map f - r has only simple zeros in A4 
and therefore by Lemma 2.3. 
s V-K 
(h. f-T) = 
c cp(P,)- (2) 
f?M PrEZ(f- ?I 
But the zeros of f - r converge to zeros of f as z + 0 and in fact the 
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number of the simple zeros pr of f - T which converge to some particular 
p E Z(f‘) is equal to mult(f; p). Hence if we let 5 --) 0 in (2) we obtain ( I ). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. (i) For the case nz = 0 of Theorem 2.1 see [ 1. p. 25; 91. 
(ii) It would be interesting to obtain a residue formula like the one 
of Theorem 2.1 in case some of the points p E Z(f‘) are isolated singular 
points of M. Of course the integral over FM in the formula of Theorem 2.1 
makes sense in that case too; as for the mult(,f; p) in case p is a singular 
point of M there are definitions of it given, for example, in [Z. 41. 
We will discuss now an application of Theorem 2.1 concernmg the 
invariance of the total intersection number of divisors on A4 under con- 
tinuous deformation of them (see also [3, p. 6641). Given the divisors 
Z( f, 1, . . . . Z(,L 1 on M (.f= (f;. . . . . f, ) is as before). their total intersection 
number (Z(,f,), . . . . Z(f, I),, in A4 is defined to be 
(Z(f, 1. . . . . -3 f,)), = C mult( f‘: p). 
pt/I/, 
Now if f, = (J;, Ir . . . . f,,,) is a holomorphic map on V which has a 
holomorphic extension to 52, which depends continuously on a parameter 
t E (-6,6) for some 6 > 0 and so that f. = f then Z(f,) is a finite set of 
points, f;(i) # 0 for 5 E SM and each p E Z(,f,) 1s a regular point of hl (we 
may have to make 6 smaller). 
It follows from the explicit formula of Theorem 2.1 that (Z(f,, ,), . . . . 
Z(j;. ,)),&, depends continuously on t and since it is an integer for each 
t E ( - 6,6) it will have to be a constant; thus 
(aft. 11, ...9 ztj;. ,)),&f= (WI ), “.3 .w;))l, 
for tE(-f3.d). 
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